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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are visiting a customer who is looking into emerging technologies and alternative
application delivery models. During the meeting, the CIO asks you what makes a hybrid
infrastructure different from traditional
IT infrastructure. How should you respond?
A. It consists of various cloud solutions without using any traditional II services.
B. It consists of third-party service providers to deliver all IT services.
C. It consists of traditional IT and various cloud services.
D. It consists of traditional IT services as well as shadow IT services.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are two common use cases for conditional tasks? (Choose two.)
A. They are used to determine which incident will be executed
B. They are used for sending a specific question to a person or team
C. They are used to interact with users through survey functionality
D. They are used for branching paths in a playbook
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What four Cloud Configuration Management challenges can Oracle Enterprise manager help
you to
monitor, track, and manage?
A. Monitoring of SQLNET in Public Clouds
B. Rogue multi-tenant memory attachment
C. Dynamic topology changes
D. Virtual server sprawl
E. Keeping within compliance, rules, and standards

F. Drift from predefined service templates
Answer: C,D,E,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
A:
* Configuration Management tailored for challenges in Cloud environment
Challenge: Virtual server sprawl
Feature: Inventory tracking, ongoing discovery
* Drive asset utilization up by up to 70%. Eliminate Virtual Machine (VM) sprawl. Cut
configuration
management effort by 90%. Reduce provisioning effort by 75%.
Oracle Enterprise Manager provides an integrated and cost-effective solution for complete
physical and
virtual server lifecycle management.
B: Configuration Management tailored for challenges in Cloud environment
Challenge: Dynamic topology changes (owing to elasticity)
Feature: Topology mapping, dependency tracking
D: Oracle Enterprise Manager Compliance Management solution provides out-of-the-box
compliance
frameworks (for example, PCI and CIS) and compliance standards to map to Compliance
Standard rules.
This mapping enables you to visualize how noncompliant settings and actions will affect any
compliance
framework that an organization follows.
E:
* Configuration Management tailored for challenges in Cloud environment
Challenge: Drifts from pre-defined Service
Feature: Configuration Baseline, Drift Tracking
ventory tracking, Topology mapping, dependencyConfiguration Baselines, Drift
* Oracle Enterprise Manager Configuration Management eliminates manual and
time-consuming task
related to Discovery, Deployment of Management agents, Inventory Tracking, Configuration
Drift, Detailed
Configuration Search and Compliance Management for reporting and management of industry
and
regulatory compliance standards.
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